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Overview

Floh (Functional Language on Hardware)

```
data List = Nil | Cons Int List

recMath :: List → Int → Int
recMath l x =
  case l of
    Nil → add x 1
    Cons y xs → recMath xs (mul x y)
```
Floh (Functional Language on Hardware)

```haskell
data List = Nil | Cons Int List

recMath :: List → Int → Int
recMath l x =
  case l of
    Nil      → add x 1
    Cons y xs → recMath xs (mul x y)
```

- True recursion → stack
Floh (Functional Language on Hardware)

```haskell
data List = Nil Go | Cons Int List
data Go = Go

recMath :: List -> Int -> Go -> Int
recMath l x g =
  case l of
    Nil _ -> add x (1 g)
    Cons y xs -> recMath xs (mul x y) g
```

- True recursion → stack
- Trigger constants with Go
Floh (Functional Language on Hardware)

```
data List = Nil Go | Cons Int ListPtr
data Go = Go
data ListPtr = ListPtr Int

recMath :: ListPtr → Int → Go → Int
recMath lp x g =
    case readList lp of
        Nil _ → add x (1 g)
        Cons y xs → recMath xs (mul x y) g
```

- True recursion → stack
- Trigger constants with Go
- Recursive types → explicit memory operations
Flosh (Functional Language on Hardware)

```haskell
data List = Nil Go | Cons Int ListPtr
data Go = Go
data ListPtr = ListPtr Int

recMath :: ListPtr → Int → Go → Int
recMath lp x g =
  case readList lp of
    Nil _ → add x (1 g)
    Cons y xs → recMath xs (mul x y) g
```

- True recursion $\rightarrow$ stack
- Trigger constants with Go
- Recursive types $\rightarrow$ explicit memory operations
Floh (Functional Language on Hardware)

```
data List  = Nil Go | Cons Int ListPtr
data Go    = Go
data ListPtr = ListPtr Int

recMath :: ListPtr → Int → Go → Int
recMath lp x g =
    case readList lp of
        Nil _ → add x (1 g)
        Cons y xs → recMath xs (mul x y) g
```

- True recursion → stack
- Trigger constants with Go
- Recursive types → explicit memory operations

Strictness Policies
Floh (Functional Language on Hardware)

```haskell
data List = Nil Go | Cons Int ListPtr
data Go = Go
data ListPtr = ListPtr Int

recMath :: ListPtr → Int → Go → Int
recMath lp x g =
  case readList lp of
    Nil _ → add x (1 g)
    Cons y xs → recMath xs (mul x y) g
```

- True recursion → stack
- Trigger constants with Go
- Recursive types → explicit memory operations

Strictness Policies
- Data Constructors: strict – evaluate all arguments
Floh (Functional Language on Hardware)

```haskell
data List = Nil Go | Cons Int ListPtr
data Go = Go
data ListPtr = ListPtr Int

recMath :: ListPtr → Int → Go → Int
dercMath lp x g =
    case readList lp of
    Nil _ → add x (1 g)
    Cons y xs → recMath xs (mul x y) g
```

- True recursion → stack
- Trigger constants with \texttt{Go}
- Recursive types → explicit memory operations


Strictness Policies

- Data Constructors: \texttt{strict} – evaluate all arguments
- Functions: \texttt{non-strict} – evaluate first argument
Floh (Functional Language on Hardware)

data List = Nil Go | Cons Int ListPtr

data Go = Go

data ListPtr = ListPtr Int

recMath :: ListPtr → Int → Go → Int
recMath lp x g =
    case readList lp of
    Nil _ → add x (1 g)
    Cons y xs → recMath xs (mul x y) g

Strictness Policies

- Data Constructors: **strict** – evaluate all arguments
- Functions: **non-strict** – evaluate first argument
- Enables pipeline parallelism!
From Floh to Dataflow

\[
\text{recMath \ lp \ x \ g} = \begin{cases} 
\text{readList \ lp} & \text{Nil \ } \_ \rightarrow \text{add \ } x \ (1 \ \text{g}) \\
\text{Cons \ } y \ \text{xs} & \rightarrow \\
\text{recMath \ xs} & \text{(mul \ } x \ y) \ \text{g}
\end{cases}
\]
recMath lp x g =
  case readList lp of
    Nil _ → add x (1 g)
    Cons y xs →
      recMath xs (mul x y) g
From Floh to Dataflow

\[
\text{recMath } lp \times g = \\
\text{case } \text{readList } lp \text{ of } \\
\text{Nil } \_ \rightarrow \text{add } x \ (1 \ g) \\
\text{Cons } y \ xs \rightarrow \\
\text{recMath } xs \ (\text{mul } x \ y) \ g
\]
From Floh to Dataflow

\[
\text{recMath } lp \times g = \\
\quad \text{case readList } \; lp \; \text{of} \\
\quad \quad \text{Nil } _{\_} \rightarrow \text{add } x \; (1 \; g) \\
\quad \quad \text{Cons } y \; xs \rightarrow \\
\quad \quad \quad \text{recMath } xs \; (\text{mul } x \; y) \; g
\]
recMath \( lp \times g \) =
\[\text{case } \text{readList} \ \text{lp} \ \text{of} \]
\[\text{Nil } _{-} \rightarrow \text{add} \times (1 \ g) \]
\[\text{Cons } y \ \text{xs} \rightarrow \]
\[\text{recMath} \ \text{xs} \ (\text{mul} \times y) \ g\]
From Floh to Dataflow

\[
\text{recMath } lp \times g = \begin{cases} 
\text{readList } lp & \text{of} \\
\text{Nil } _{} & \rightarrow \text{add } x \times (1 \ g) \\
\text{Cons } y \ \text{xs} & \rightarrow \\
\text{recMath } \text{xs} \ (\text{mul } x \ y) \ g
\end{cases}
\]
From Floh to Dataflow

```
recMath lp x g =
  case readList lp of
  Nil _  →  add x (1 g)
  Cons y xs →
       recMath xs (mul x y) g
```
From Floh to Dataflow

```
recMath lp x g =
  case readList lp of
    Nil _ → add x (1 g)
    Cons y xs →
      recMath xs (mul x y) g
```
recMath lp x g =
  case readList lp of
    Nil _   → add x (1 g)
    Cons y xs →
      recMath xs (mul x y) g
From Floh to Dataflow

\[
\text{recMath} \; \text{l}p \; x \; g = \begin{cases} 
\text{add} \; x \; (1 \; g) & \text{Nil} \\
\text{Cons} \; y \; x s \rightarrow 
\text{recMath} \; x s \; (\text{mul} \; x \; y) \; g & \text{Cons} 
\end{cases}
\]
From Floh to Dataflow

\[
\text{recMath } lp \times g = \begin{cases} 
\text{add } x \times (1 + g) & \text{Nil} \\
\text{recMath } xs \times (\text{mul } x \times y) \times g & \text{Cons } y \times xs
\end{cases}
\]
From Floh to Dataflow

\[
\text{recMath } lp \times g = \begin{cases} \text{add } x (1 \ g) & \text{if Nil} \\ \text{recMath } xs (\text{mul } x \ y) \ g & \text{if Cons } y \ xs \end{cases}
\]
From Floh to Dataflow

\[
\text{recMath } \text{lp} \times \text{g} = \begin{cases} 
\text{readList } \text{lp} \ 	ext{of} \\
\text{Nil } _{-} \rightarrow \text{add } \times (1 \text{ g}) \\
\text{Cons } y \text{ xs} \rightarrow \text{recMath } \text{xs}(\text{mul } x y) \text{ g}
\end{cases}
\]
recMath lp x g =
  case readList lp of
    Nil _ → add x (1 g)
    Cons y xs →
      recMath xs (mul x y) g
From Floh to Dataflow

recMath lp x g = case readList lp of
  Nil _ → add x (1 g)
  Cons y xs → recMath xs (mul x y) g
From Floh to Dataflow

\[
\text{recMath} \ lp \ x \ g = \begin{cases} 
\text{case} \ \text{readList} \ lp \ \text{of} \\
\text{Nil} \ _ \ \rightarrow \ \text{add} \ x \ (1 \ g) \\
\text{Cons} \ y \ xs \ \rightarrow \ \text{recMath} \ xs \ (\text{mul} \ x \ y) \ g
\end{cases}
\]
From Floh to Dataflow

\[
\text{recMath } l p \times g = \begin{cases} 
\text{case } \text{readList } l p \text{ of} \\
\text{Nil } _- \rightarrow \text{add } x (1 \ g) \\
\text{Cons } y \ xs \rightarrow \\
\text{recMath } xs (\text{mul } x \ y) \ g
\end{cases}
\]
From Floh to Dataflow

\[ \text{recMath} \ l p \times g = \begin{cases} \text{add} \ x \ (1 \ g) & \text{Nil} \ _ \ \rightarrow \ x \ \text{Nil} \ Cons \ g \ \rightarrow \ \text{recMath} \ xs \ (\text{mul} \ x \ y) \ g \\ \end{cases} \]
From Floh to Dataflow

\[ \text{recMath } lp \times g = \begin{cases} \text{case } \text{readList } lp \text{ of} \\
\text{Nil } \_ \rightarrow \text{add } x \times (1 \ g) \\
\text{Cons } y \ x s \rightarrow \text{recMath } x s \times (\text{mul } x \ y) \ g \\
\end{cases} \]
From Floh to Dataflow

\[
\text{recMath } lp \times g = \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
\text{Nil } & \rightarrow \text{add } x \times (1 \ g) \\
\text{Cons } y \ xs & \rightarrow \text{recMath } xs \ (\text{mul } x \ y) \ g
\end{array} \right.
\]
recMath lp x g =
  case readList lp of
    Nil _ → add x (1 ^ g)
    Cons y xs → recMath xs (mul x y) g
From Floh to Dataflow

$$\text{recMath } lp \times g =$$

\[
\text{case } \text{readList } lp \text{ of } \\
\text{Nil } \_ \rightarrow \text{add } x (1 \ g) \\
\text{Cons } y \ xs \rightarrow \text{recMath } xs (\text{mul } x \ y) \ g
\]
From Floh to Dataflow

\[
\text{recMath } lp \times g = \begin{cases} 
\text{case readList } lp \ of \\
\Nil \_ & \rightarrow \text{add } x \ (1 \ g) \\
\text{Cons } y \ xs & \rightarrow \text{recMath } xs \ (\text{mul } x \ y) \ g 
\end{cases}
\]
Non-strictness Exploits Pipeline Parallelism

Completion Cycles (Relative to Strict)
Non-Strict with Finite Buffers
Non-strict with Infinite FIFOs

TreeMapMergeSortMapFilterDFSAppend

× speedup
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Non-strictness Exploits Pipeline Parallelism

Graph showing the completion cycles of various operations:

- **Non-Strict with Finite Buffers**
- **Non-strict with Infinite FIFOs**

Key findings:

- **1.3× speedup** for certain operations.
- **2× speedup** for other operations.

Operations compared: Append, DFS, Filter, Map, MergeSort, TreeMap.
Non-strictness Exploits Pipeline Parallelism

Completion Cycles (Relative to Strict)

- Non-Strict with Finite Buffers
- Non-strict with Infinite FIFOs

- 1.3× speedup
- 2× speedup

Tasks:
- Append
- DFS
- Filter
- Map
- MergeSort
- TreeMap